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Name:______________________________________

Earth Science

Select the letter for the correct answer.

Breaking down or dissolving of rock caused by wind or water.

A. deposition   B. oceans   C. weathering

Natural movement of air.

A. wind   B. weathering   C. Atlantic Ocean

Gradual removal of rock or soil from one place to another caused by wind or water.

A. glacier   B. landforms   C. erosion

Large body of water surrounded by land on three sides.

A. gulf   B. tsunami   C. continent

Narrow inlet of the ocean or sea between cliffs.

A. erosion   B. fjord   C. wind

The largest ocean on earth.

A. Atlan c Ocean   B. landforms   C. gulf

Wind or water

A. wind   B. deposi on   C. gulf

Large bodies of land on earth.

A. glacier   B. weathering   C. continent

A very large ocean wave.

A. Atlantic Ocean   B. continent   C. tsunami

A very large chunk of ice that moves.

A. oceans   B. tsunami   C. glacier
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Earth Science

Select the letter for the correct answer.

C Breaking down or dissolving of rock caused by wind or water.

A. deposition   B. oceans   C. weathering

A Natural movement of air.

A. wind   B. weathering   C. Atlantic Ocean

C Gradual removal of rock or soil from one place to another caused by wind or water.

A. glacier   B. landforms   C. erosion

A Large body of water surrounded by land on three sides.

A. gulf   B. tsunami   C. continent

B Narrow inlet of the ocean or sea between cliffs.

A. erosion   B. fjord   C. wind

A The largest ocean on earth.

A. Atlan c Ocean   B. landforms   C. gulf

B Wind or water

A. wind   B. deposi on   C. gulf

C Large bodies of land on earth.

A. glacier   B. weathering   C. continent

C A very large ocean wave.

A. Atlantic Ocean   B. continent   C. tsunami

C A very large chunk of ice that moves.

A. oceans   B. tsunami   C. glacier
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